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Another poem, titled “Sacrifice and Miracle”, written by Rev. Dr. Leisa Huyck 
based on a true story.  
 

In Butte Montana 
there is an open pit copper mine 
that filled in with water 
after it was closed. 
 
It is a vast lake now 
with water red and green 
and gray and black 
containing sulfuric acid 
and heavy metals: 
deadly poisons all. 
 
For decades 
nothing could live in the water, and 
nothing could live on the shore. 
 
Every year flocks of snow geese 
try to land on the lake 
and every year humans 
go out and make noise 
to try to scare them away. 
 
One year despite the noise 
several hundred landed there 
and drank the water 
and the next day 
all the birds were dead. 
 



 
Autopsies showed 
they had been poisoned 
by the water. 
 
Fifteen years later 
scientists found a sticky black goo— 
a yeast— 
growing in the water 
absorbing the toxic metals. 
 
A miracle!  A breakthrough! 
An organism that can eat toxic metals! 
 
It took some time to identify it 
but eventually the scientists realized 
that it had been seen once before: 
 
in the digestive systems 
of the geese 
that had died 
when they landed 
on the lake. 
 

Years ago a Christian colleague summed up the meaning of Resurrection 
Sunday—of Easter—with a simple phrase. He said, “Some things must die in 
order for others to live.” 
 
Another pastor said, “The worst thing is not the last thing.” 
 
Some say, “Death does not have the final word.” 
 
However one phrases the meaning at the heart of Easter, the fact is that, in 
order to experience resurrection, one must first die.  
 
The Christian story of Easter does not happen without Good Friday, the day on 
which Jesus of Nazareth was executed by the authorities for being a threat to 
the empire, to the status quo.  



 
 
The Christian story of Easter does not happen without Holy Saturday, on which 
Jesus’ closest companions were facing their grief and despair.  
 
And even that first Easter day in the Christian story was not one of joy and 
celebration—it was a day of fear and bewilderment as the grief-stricken 
women visited the tomb to anoint the body of their dead friend, their teacher, 
only to find that his body was not there. They were frightened, confused, utterly 
bewildered.  
 
The joy of Easter comes in living with the loss and with the bewildering story of 
resurrection.  
 
The promise of Easter comes in learning again and again that some things must 
die in order for others to live … and that, despite the presence of death, life 
does still abound.  
 
The hopefulness of Easter comes later, in retrospect, through the experience of 
the people who made meaning of it over time.  
 
Hundreds of geese died on a toxic “lake” in Butte, Montana. More than a 
decade later would the miracle of their sacrifice—surely an unintended 
sacrifice—become known.  
 
Without the frigid, deadly season of winter, we would not have the colorful 
abundance of new life in the spring. 
 
Easter, for me, offers an invitation to notice a truth that is abundant all around 
us—that, even in the presence of death, life persists … that, in fact, death is 
necessary for life to thrive. 
 
As Esau McCaulley wrote, “The terrifying prospect of Easter is that God called 
these women to return to the same world that crucified Jesus with a very 
dangerous gift: hope in the power of God, the unending reservoir of forgiveness 
and an abundance of love. It would make them seem like fools. Who could 
believe such a thing?” 
 



 
Unitarian Universalist minister Erik Walker Wikstrom says of Easter, “The question is 
not whether we believe in resurrection but whether we have known it—known it 
in our own lived experience, seen it in the lives of others, felt it in the world 
around us.” 
 
The poet Diego Valeri wrote,  
 

You who have eyes to witness miracles, 
look at the bud emerging on the bare 
branch of the brittle sapling. 
It’s a dot, a bit of nothing, 
and yet already its flower and its fruit, 
already its death and its resurrection. 

 
Haven’t you known resurrection? Are you experiencing it, even now? 
 
Happy Easter, indeed. 
 


